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Arecent solicitation from the National Science Foundation
deemed two research topics critical for projected applica-
tions of the National Information Infrastructure:1

• New techniques for organizing cache memories and other buffering
schemes to alleviate memory and network latency and to increase
bandwidth.

• Partitioning and distribution of system resources throughout a dis-
tributed system to reduce the amount of data that must be moved.

Most caching studies for large distributed information systems con-
centrate on client-based caching, which caches recently and frequently
accessed information at the client (or at a proxy thereof) in anticipation
of future accesses to that information (see the “Client-based caching
research” sidebar). However, these techniques are myopic: they focus
exclusively on caching at a particular client or set of clients, and hence
are likely to have limited impact.

The Object Caching Environments for Applications and Network Ser-
vices (Oceans) group, part of Boston University’s Computer Science
Department, has developed a more global solution that allows the repli-
cation of information on a supply-and-demand basis. This process is con-
trolled by servers, which unquestionably have a better view of data-access
patterns than clients have.
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This caching
protocol exploits the
geographic and
temporal locality of
reference exhibited in
client-access patterns.
It automatically and
dynamically
disseminates popular
data toward
consumers.

Client-Server Computing

.
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Usually, client-based caching research
has dealt with distributed file systems1

such as the Sun NFS,2 the Andrew
File System,3 and the Coda system.4
Recently, some researchers have tried
to extend these techniques to distrib-
uted information systems such as FTP
and HTTP.

Peter Danzig, Richard Hall, and
Michael Schwartz have studied caching
to reduce the bandwidth requirements
for the FTP protocol on the NSFnet.5
Their study shows that a hierarchical
caching system that caches files at core
nodal switching subsystems reduces the
NSFnet backbone traffic by 21%.
Swarup Acharya and Stanley Zdonik
have studied how data placement and
replication affect network traffic, using
file access patterns to suggest a distrib-
uted dynamic replication scheme.6
Christos Papadimitrou, Srinivas Rama-
nathan, and P. Venkat Rangan have
suggested a more static solution based
on fixed network and storage costs for
the delivery of multimedia home enter-
tainment.7 Susan Eggers and Randy
Katz have simulated a two-level caching
system that reduces network and server
loads.8 Matthew Blaze has proposed a
dynamic hierarchical file system that
supports demand-driven replication,
whereby clients can service requests
issued by other clients from the local
disk cache.9 Michael Dahlin and his
colleagues have suggested a similar
cooperative caching idea.10

Steven Glassman presented one of
the earliest attempts at caching on the
Web. His method organized satellite
relays (proxy caches) into a tree-
structured hierarchy, with cache
misses in lower relays percolating up
through higher relays until the
requested object is found.11 The per-
formance of this caching system for a
single relay with a rather small cache
indicated that maintaining a fairly sta-
ble 33% hit rate is possible. Using a
Zipf-based model, Glassman extrap-
olated the performance of such a sys-
tem for large caches. (A Zipf-based
model is a simulation model that uses
a Zipf distribution, whose parameters
are estimated empirically from traces,
to synthetically model the popularity
of documents.) In particular, he esti-
mated that with an infinite-size cache,

the maximum achievable hit rate is
40%. Mimi Recker and James Pitkow
made another early attempt to char-
acterize Web access patterns to engi-
neer Web caching systems.12 They
based their model for Web informa-
tion access on two metrics borrowed
from psychology research on human
memory: the frequency and recency
rates of past accesses.

Stephen Williams and his colleagues
present a taxonomy (and compare the
performance) of a number of proxy
cache replacement policies.13 Their

work suggests that proxy cache man-
agement should consider document
sizes when making replacement deci-
sions. Jean-Chrysostome Bolot and
Philipp Hoschka have confirmed this
idea.14 They showed the usefulness of
using information about document size
and network load in the replacement
algorithms of Web caches, based on
time-series-analysis techniques of Web
traffic. Marc Abrams and his colleagues
have presented similar results about the
inadequacy of classic LRU (least re-
cently used) cache replacement.15

Client-based caching research
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Our protocol reduces the load on popular servers by
duplicating (on other servers) a small percentage of
their data. The extent of this duplication (how much,
where, and on how many sites) depends on two factors:
the server’s popularity and the expected reduction in
traffic if the dissemination is in a particular direction.
In other words, our protocol provides a mechanism that
automatically and dynamically disseminates popular
data toward consumers—the more popular the data,
the closer it gets to the clients. Demand-based dissem-
ination of information from producers to consumers is
not a new idea: it is used in the retail and newspaper
businesses, among other things. In this article, I pro-
pose the same philosophy for distributed information
systems. (See the “Related work” sidebar for research
similar to ours.)

We used the World Wide Web as the underlying dis-
tributed computing resource to be managed. First, the
WWW offers an unmatched opportunity to inspect a
wide range of distributed object types, structures, and
sizes. Second, thousands of institutions worldwide have
fully deployed the WWW, which gives us an unparal-
leled opportunity to apply our findings to a real-world
application.

Using extensive log data from HTTP servers, we’ve
developed an analytical model of our protocol. This
model demonstrates how to implement such dissemi-
nation, both efficiently and with minimal changes to the
Internet’s prevailing client-server infrastructure. Trace-
driven simulations based on the data have quantified the
potential performance gains from dissemination.

Client-based caching and locality
of reference
In a comprehensive study of client-based caching for the
Web, the Oceans group established its limited effective-
ness for very large distributed information systems.2 The
study measured the effectiveness of session caching, host
caching, and LAN proxy caching, using a unique set of
5,700 client traces (almost 600,000 URL requests) that
we obtained by instrumenting Mosaic.3 We concluded
that LAN proxy caching is ultimately limited by the low
level of sharing of remote documents among clients of
the same site. This finding agrees with Steven Glassman’s
predictions4 and was further confirmed for general proxy
caching by Marc Abrams and his colleagues.5

To understand client-based caching’s limited effec-
tiveness, we need to consider how locality of reference con-
tributes to enhanced cache performance. Access pat-
terns in a distributed information system (such as the
WWW) exhibit three locality of reference properties:
temporal, geographical, and spatial. Temporal locality
implies that recently accessed objects will likely be
accessed again. Geographical locality implies that an
object accessed by a client will likely be accessed again
by nearby clients. This property is similar to the proces-
sor locality of reference exhibited in parallel applica-
tions.6 Spatial locality implies that an object near a
recently accessed object will likely be accessed.

If client-based caching occurs on a per-session basis
(that is, the cache is cleared at the start of each client
session), only temporal locality of reference can be
exploited. The results of our client-based caching study
suggest that for a single client, the temporal locality of
reference is quite limited, especially for remote docu-
ments. In particular, we found that even with an infinite
cache size, the average byte hit rate is limited to 36% and
could be as low as 6% for some client traces. (The byte
hit rate is a “normalized” hit rate that takes into account
the size of the objects that are accessed.) This poor per-
formance could be attributed to the “surfing” behavior
of clients, which implies that recently examined docu-
ments are rarely revisited.

If client-based caching is on a per-site basis (that is,
all clients share a common proxy cache), you would
expect improved cache performance as a result of the
geographical locality of reference. However, the results
of our study suggest that for remote documents, the
amount of sharing between clients is limited. In par-
ticular, we found that even with an infinite proxy cache
size, the average byte hit rate improves only from 36%
to 50%.
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Figure 1. The cache expansion index (the rate at which
the proxy cache should be inflated to maintain a
constant byte hit rate).
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Figure 1, based on the data in our study, illustrates
this point. It plots the cache expansion index: the rate at
which the proxy cache (called LAN cache in our study)
should be inflated to maintain a constant byte hit rate.
The figure indicates that the CEI is proportional to the
number of clients (N) sharing the proxy cache. For a
large number of clients concurrently using the cache,
the CEI is linearly related to N and does not seem to
level off.

Figure 1 does not imply that the relationship between
the CEI and N will continue to be linear for even larger
values of N; it only implies that for the levels of con-
currency likely to be aggregated at a single site through
a proxy cache, the relationship is linear. To get a higher
level of concurrency, we need to think about an econ-
omy of scale far beyond what a proxy cache at, say, an
organization can provide.

Therefore, temporal and geographical locality of ref-
erence for WWW access patterns are not strong enough
to result in an effective caching strategy at a single client
or site. However, we can exploit temporal and geo-
graphical locality of reference on a much larger scale
(for example, thousands of clients), as I’ll explain.

The premise of dissemination

To quantify the available locality of reference that could
be exploited on the WWW, we collected extensive
server traces from the HTTP server of Boston Univer-
sity’s Computer Science Department (http://cs-www.
bu.edu) and from the HTTP server of the Rolling
Stones Web site (http://www.stones.com/). Table 1 sum-
marizes these traces. Unless I state otherwise, this data
drove our model validation and trace simulations.

Carlos Cunha, Mark Crovell, and I have documented
the highly uneven popularity of various Web docu-
ments.3 This study confirmed the applicability of Zipf’s
law7,8 to Web documents. Zipf’s law originally applied
to the relationship between a word’s popularity in terms
of rank and its frequency of use (it has subsequently been
applied to other examples of popularity in the social sci-
ences.). It states that if you rank the popularity of words
in a given text (ρ) by their frequency of use (P), then P
, 1/ρ. This distribution is a parameterless hyperbolic

distribution—that is, ρ is raised to exactly −1, so that the
nth-most-popular document is exactly twice as likely to
be accessed as the 2nth-most-popular document.

Our data shows that Zipf’s law applies quite strongly
to Web documents serviced by Web servers. Figure 2a
demonstrates this for all 2,018 documents accessed in
data set 1 (see Table 1). The figure shows a log-log plot
of the total number of references (y axis) to each docu-
ment as a function of the document’s rank in overall
popularity (x axis). The tightness of the fit to a straight
line is strong (R2 = 0.99), as is the line’s slope: −0.95
(shown in the figure). So, the exponent relating popu-
larity to rank for Web documents is very nearly −1, as
Zipf’s law predicted. Out of some 2000+ files available
through the WWW server, the most popular 256-
Kbyte block of documents (that is, 0.5% of all available

Related work

James Gwertzman and Margo Seltzer’s research1 is
closest to ours. In particular, they propose geographical
push-caching. This method lets servers decide when and
where to cache information, based on geographical
information: the distance in miles between servers and
clients. Their work assumes that the physical distance
between two Internet nodes correlates with the number
of hops between these nodes. Abdelsalam Heddaya and
Sulaiman Mirdad attempt to achieve load-balancing
among servers through automatic document dissemi-
nation by adding a caching component to routing pro-
tocols.2 Such an approach requires the implementation
of new transport protocols and thus does not apply to
current TCP/IP-based networks.
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Table 1. Summary statistics for log data used in this article.

CS-WWW.BU.EDU WWW.STONES.EDU

DATA SET 1 DATA SET 2 DATA SET 3

Days 56 182 110
URL requests 172,635 585,739 4,068,432
Mbytes transferred 1,447 6,544 112,015
Average daily transfer in Mbytes 26 36 1,018
Files on system 2,018 2,679 N/A
Files accessed (remotely) 974 (656) 1,628 (1,032) N/A (1,151)
Size of file system (amount accessed) in Mbytes 50 (37) 62 (42) N/A (402)
Unique clients (10+ requests) 8,123 8,474 60,461

.
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documents) accounted for 69% of all requests. Only
10% of all blocks accounted for 91% of all requests!

This observation leads to the following question:
How much bandwidth could be saved if requests for
popular documents from outside the LAN were han-
dled at an earlier stage (for example, using a proxy at the
“edge” of the organization)? Figure 2b shows the per-
centage of the server load (measured in total bytes ser-

viced) that would be saved if some other server serviced
various block sizes, starting with the most popular blocks
and progressing to less popular blocks.

We corroborated our observations by analyzing the
HTTP logs of the Rolling Stones server from Novem-
ber 1, 1994, to February 19, 1995. As Table 1 shows,
this server—unlike the cs-www.bu.edu HTTP server—
is intended to serve remote clients exclusively. It is a
very popular server, servicing more than 1 Gbyte of
multimedia information per day to tens of thousands of
(distinct) clients. (During the analysis period, the server
handled 1,009,146,921 bytes per day, and 60,461 clients
retrieved at least 10 files.)

Figure 3a shows the access frequency for all documents
that were serviced at least once. Figure 3b shows the per-
centage of the remote bandwidth that would be saved if
some other server handled various block sizes of decreas-
ing popularity. Of the 400 MBytes of information
accessed at least once (the total number of bytes available
from that server is much larger than 400 MBytes), only 21
MBytes (5.25%) were responsible for 85% of the traffic.

A closer look at the logs of http://cs-www.bu.edu, which
is a typical server that caters primarily to local clients,
reveals three classes of documents. Figure 4 shows the
ratio of remote-to-local (and local-to-remote) accesses
for each of the 974 documents accessed at least once. Of
these documents, 99 had an access ratio larger than
85%—these are remotely popular documents; 510 docu-
ments had an access ratio smaller than 15%—these are
locally popular documents; 365 documents had an access
ratio between 85% and 15%—these are globally popular
documents. Servers could easily classify documents into
these three classes (based on temporal and geographical
locality of reference), to decide which documents to dis-
seminate and where to disseminate them.

An important factor that could affect our dissemina-
tion protocol’s performance is the rate at which popu-
lar documents are updated. The more frequently these
documents are updated, the more frequently the home
server must refresh the replicas at the proxies. In a
related study, we monitored the date of last update of
remotely, locally, and globally popular documents for a
six-month (26-week) period.9 The period started with
the 56-day period of Table 1, and continued for another
126 days. Both remotely popular and globally popular
documents were updated very infrequently (less than
0.5% update probability per document per day). Locally
popular documents were updated more frequently
(about 2% update probability per document per day).
(We counted multiple updates to a document in one day
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as one update.) This result suggests that the documents
most likely to be disseminated are the ones least likely
to change. James Gwertzman and Margo Seltzer have
further investigated the significance of these findings,
in the context of WWW cache consistency.10

System model and analysis

In our model, home servers (producers) disseminate infor-
mation to service proxies (agents) closer to clients (con-
sumers). We assume a many-to-many mapping between
home servers and service proxies. A service proxy and
the set of home servers it represents form a cluster. We
model the WWW as a hierarchy of such clusters.

Our notion of a service proxy is similar to that of a
client proxy, except that the service proxy acts on behalf
of a cluster of servers rather than a cluster of clients. In
practice, we envision service proxies to be information
outlets that are available throughout the Internet, and
whose bandwidth could be, for example, rented. Alter-
nately, service proxies could be public engines, part of
a national computer information infrastructure, similar
to the NSF backbone. For the remainder of this article,
proxy means a service proxy.

Our model does not limit the number of proxies that
could be used to “front end” a particular server. Each
server in the system might belong to a number of clus-
ters, and thus might have a number of proxies acting on
its behalf, thereby disseminating its documents along
multiple routes (or toward various subnetworks). A
server can use (through bidding, for example) a subset
of these proxies to disseminate its data to clients.

For a given home server, we view the WWW clien-
tele as a tree rooted at the server. The tree’s leaves are
the clients, and the internal nodes are the potential prox-
ies. In “Performance evaluation,” I’ll describe an effi-
cient technique for building such a tree. Furthermore,
by analyzing the access patterns of clients (as recorded
in the server logs), we can optimally locate the set of
nodes to use as proxies for that home server. (We did
this for the http://cs-www.bu.edu home server, whose 26-
week clientele tree consisted of more than 34,000
nodes.)

A RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGY AT SERVICE

PROXIES

Let C = S0, S1, S2, …, Sn denote all the servers in a clus-
ter, where server S0 is distinguished as the proxy of
cluster C. Let Ri denote the total number of bytes per

Figure 3. Access frequency (a), and projected
bandwidth reduction (b), for the www.stones.com
server.

Figure 4. Local versus remote popularity of
documents.
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unit time (say, one day) serviced by Si in C to clients out-
side that cluster. Furthermore, let Hi(b) denote the prob-
ability that a request for a document on Si can be ser-
viced at proxy S0 as a result of disseminating the most
popular b bytes from Si to S0. Finally, let Bi denote the
number of bytes that proxy S0 duplicates from server Si,
and let B0 denote the total storage space available at
proxy S0 (that is, B0 = B1 + B2 + … + Bn). By intercepting
requests from outside the cluster, S0 should be able to
service a fraction, αC, of these requests.

(1)

The objective of S0 is to allocate storage spaces B1,
B2, …, Bn to maximize the value of αC, subject to the
constraint that B0 ≤ B1 + B2 + … + Bn. This is a con-
strained-maximum problem, which can be solved using
the Lagrange multiplier theorem. Thus, the maximum
for αC occurs when for all j = 1, 2, …, n,

(2)

where hj(Bj) denotes the probability density function
corresponding to Hj(Bj). Equation 2 uses the value of k
(the Lagrange multiplier) to satisfy B0 = B1 + B2 + … +
Bn.

Our desire to make our protocol useful restricts the
type of assumptions we could make. Thus, in our proto-
col, we have avoided using any parameters that could not
be readily estimated from available logs of network pro-
tocols (for example, HTTP and FTP). However, future
work along the same lines could use other information
to better tune the system. For example, if information
about the communication cost between servers, proxies,
and clients is available, our protocol could be easily
adapted to weigh such knowledge into our resource-
allocation methodology.

ANALYSIS UNDER AN EXPONENTIAL POPULARITY

MODEL

We’ll use an exponential model to approximate the func-
tion Hi(b). We assume that for i = 1, 2, …, n,

, where λi is the distribution’s constant.
The probability density function to Hi(b) is hi(b), where

(3)

Given a server Sj, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we substitute for hj(b)
in Equation 2 to get a value for Bj.

(4)

Equation 4 specifies a set of n equations to ration the
total buffering space B0 available at S0 among the servers
Si, for i = 1, 2, …, n. To do so, we must find the value of
the constant k. We do this by observing the require-
ment that B0 ≤ B1 + B2 + … + Bn, which results in this
expression for k:

(5)

Substituting for k from Equation 5 into Equation 4, we
get the optimum storage capacity to allocate on S0 for a
particular server Sj, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

These calculations require that Ri and λi be estimated, for
i = 1, 2, …, n. This can be easily and efficiently computed
from the server logs. Actually, Figure 2 was produced by a
program that computed these parameters for cs-www.
bu.edu. Moreover, our measurements suggest that these
parameters are quite static, in that they change only slightly
over time. Hence, the calculation of Ri and λi, as well as the
allocation of storage space on S0 for servers Si, for i = 1, 2,
…, n, need not be done frequently. They could occur either
off line or periodically (for example, weekly).

SPECIAL CASES

To help explain our demand-based document-dissem-
ination protocol, I’ll present three special cases.

Equally effective duplication
Let λi = λ for i = 1 , 2, …, n. That is, let’s assume that the
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reduction in bandwidth that results from duplicating
some number of bytes from a particular server Sj is equal
to the reduction in bandwidth that results from dupli-
cating the same number of bytes from any other server
Si for i = 1, 2, …, n. Substituting in Equation 5 and then
Equation 4, we get

(6)

Equation 6 suggests that popular servers are allocated
extra storage capacity on the proxy. This extra storage
depends on two factors: 1/λ, which is a measure of dupli-
cation effectiveness, and

which reflects a server’s popularity relative to the geo-
metric mean of all servers in the system. This dual
dependency on duplication effectiveness and relative
popularity gives us a handle on how to extend our results
for arbitrary distributions of Hi(b). In particular, if the
skewness of Hi(b) can be measured for a particular server
(by analyzing its logs, as suggested earlier), this measure
can be used instead of 1/λ.

Equally popular servers
Let Ri = R for i = 1, 2, …, n. That is, let’s assume that all
servers in the system are equally popular. Substituting
in Equation 5 and then in Equation 4, we get

(7)

Equation 7 suggests that servers whose data are accessed
more uniformly (that is, servers with a smaller λ) should
be allotted more storage capacity on the proxy as long
as the proxy’s total capacity is large enough (that is, B0
@ n/λ i). However, if the server’s capacity is not big
enough, servers with intermediate values for λ should
be favored. Figure 5 shows the optimal storage capacity
to allocate to server Sj for various values of λj, assuming
that all other n − 1 servers have equal λi and that B0 =
1/λi (tight) or B0 = 10 1/λi (lax), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and i ≠ j.

Symmetric clusters
To appreciate the effectiveness of demand-based docu-

ment dissemination, let’s consider a symmetric cluster,
where all servers have identical values for Ri and λi. From
Equation 5 and Equation 4, we get

(8)

As expected, Equation 8 equally allocates storage on S0
for all the servers in the cluster. By substituting the value
of Bj into Equation 1, we get

(9)

Equation 9 could be used to estimate the storage
requirements on the proxy as a function α:

(10)

Assume, for example, that the http://cs-www.bu.edu server
is one of 10 servers whose most popular data are dupli-
cated on a proxy. Equation 10 suggests that to reduce
the remote bandwidth by 90% on all servers, the proxy
must secure 36 Mbytes to be divided equally among all
servers. This assumes a value of λ = 6.247 × 10−7, which
we estimated from the HTTP demon logs on the 
cs-www.bu.edu server. With a storage capacity of 500
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Mbytes, a proxy could shield 100 servers from as much
as 96% of their remote bandwidth.

These numbers raise a legitimate question: If one
proxy serves 96% of all remote accesses to 100 servers
(or even 90% of all accesses to 10 servers), won’t that
proxy be a performance bottleneck? Yes, unless the
process of disseminating popular information contin-
ues for another level, and so on. If that is not possible,
then another solution would be for the proxy to dynam-
ically adjust the level of shielding it provides for its con-
stituent servers. In other words, when the proxy
becomes overloaded, B0 decreases, thus forcing more of
the requests back to the servers.

Performance evaluation

To evaluate our dissemination protocol, we had to
devise a realistic clustering of the Internet to reflect our
dissemination model. Several criteria could determine
this clustering. One criteria could be geographical infor-
mation (for example, distance in miles between clients).11

Another could be the institutional or network bound-
aries (for example, one service proxy per institution or
network). We based the clustering on the structure of
the routes between a server and its clients. Such a clus-
tering (based on the distance between the server and
client measured in actual route hops) lets us quantify the
savings achievable through dissemination, because it lets
us measure the bandwidth saved in bytes × hops units.

Using the record route option of TCP/IP, it is
possible to build a complete server-proxy-client tree.
We built such a tree for all traceable clients of http:// 
cs-www.bu.edu. A traceable client is a client for which
traceroute() succeeded in identifying a route that
remained consistent over several trace-route experi-
ments. Almost 90% of all bytes transferred from
http://cs-www.bu.edu transferred to traceable clients. For

data set 2 of Table 1, the constructed tree consisted of
more than 18,000 nodes.

Figure 6 shows a histogram of the number of clients
versus their distance in hops from the http://cs-www.bu.edu
server. This histogram shows three distinct client popu-
lations. The first population is within two to three hops
and represents on-campus clients at Boston University.
The second is within four to nine hops and represents
clients on the New England Academic and Research net-
work (NEARnet). The third is greater than nine hops
away and represents WAN clients. For servers where
WAN clients generate most of the demand, Figure 6 sug-
gests that popular documents could be disseminated as
much as eight to nine hops from the server. Such a dis-
semination would result in large savings. Specifically,
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replicating the most popular 25 Mbytes from http://www.
stones.com on proxies eight to nine hops closer to clients
would yield a whopping daily network bandwidth savings
of more than 8 Gbytes × hops.

We simulated our dissemination strategy based on
the structure of this server-to-client routing tree.
(Analysis of http://cs-www.bu.edu logs suggests that the
tree’s shape—especially internal nodes—and the load
distribution are quite static over time.) The 26-week
traces obtained from http://cs-www.bu.edu (data set 2 in
Table 1) drove our simulations.

Our simulations disseminated replicas of the most
popular files on http://cs-www.bu.edu every week, down
to proxies closer to the clients. The location of such
proxies depended on the demand during the previous
month from the various parts of the tree. (Our proto-
col proved to be quite robust with respect to the fre-
quency of dissemination and the history length used to
establish file popularity profiles. Because of space limi-
tations, I haven’t included simulation results to support
this.)

Our general dissemination protocol assumes a hier-
archy of proxies. Our implementation of this idea was
simpler; we flattened the hierarchy by having the home
server use the access patterns of all its clients to com-
pute the ultimate placement for the replicas. In other
words, our simulations did not consider multilevel prox-
ies, as would be possible under the general dissemination
model.

We assumed that any internal node is available as a
service proxy. In a real system, this assumption might
not be valid because internal nodes are routers, unlikely
to be available as service proxies. We envision that in
practice, the set of proxies available for rent by a partic-
ular server could be matched up to the optimum places
determined by our protocol.

The simulations required clients to always request
service from the home server. If the requested docu-
ments are available at proxies closer to the client, the
home server forwards the request to the proxy that is
closest to the client. This forwarding mechanism is sup-
ported by the HTTP protocol and requires much less
overhead than the more general hierarchical name-
resolution strategy.12

The simulations also assumed that the cost of prop-
agating updates to proxies can be ignored. To validate
this assumption, consider the ratio of a popular docu-
ment’s number of changes per unit time to its number
of accesses per unit time. As I noted earlier, popular doc-
uments are updated least. So, that ratio will be very small

(we measured it at less than 0.001 for popular docu-
ments). Thus, the inaccuracy of our simulations (by not
taking into account the cost of propagating updates) is
insignificant.

Figure 7a shows the reduction in bandwidth (measured
in bytes × hops) that is achievable by disseminating dif-
ferent amounts of the most popular data. The figure
shows two curves. In the first, the system disseminates
the most popular 10% of the data; whereas in the second,
it disseminates the most popular 4% of the data. A larger
number of proxies results in a deeper dissemination and,
thus, larger bandwidth savings. Figure 7b shows the
reduction in home server load (measured in bytes) achiev-
able by disseminating 4% of the most popular data.

Figure 7a shows that the dissemination of a very small
amount of data causes most of the bandwidth savings.
For example, increasing the level of dissemination by
150% (from 2 Mbytes per service proxy to 5 Mbytes per
service proxy) results in a meager 6% additional band-
width savings. Also, most of the saved bandwidth results
from using a small number of service proxies. For exam-
ple, tripling the number of service proxies from 20 to
60 saves only 21% additional bandwidth. Finally, Fig-
ure 7 shows that the payoff per replica decreases as the
number of replicas increases.

Figure 8 shows our algorithm’s sensitivity to changes
in the popularity profile for documents on the home
server. In particular, it shows the performance results
for four experiments, in which the dissemination
occurred once a week, using the logs of the previous n
weeks to compute the popularity profile, for n = 1, 2, 3,
and 5. For these experiments, the system disseminated
the 10% most popular data (computed over the n-week
period). The figure shows that the longer the history
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that is used to compute the popularity profile, the
better the performance, especially when the number of
proxies is large.

Our simulation disseminated the same data to all
proxies. Better results are attainable if the dissemina-
tion strategy takes greater advantage of the geographic
locality of reference (by disseminating different data to
different proxies based on the access patterns of clients
served by each proxy).

These experiments demonstrate the potential savings
from dissemination. More experiments are needed to
generalize these findings by considering traces from a
larger set of servers. Also, more experiments are needed
to study the effects of dissemination from competing
service proxies. Finally, the Web is evolving in terms of
types of information and how this information is pre-
sented (for example, the increases in Common Gate
Interface queries, Java applets, and scripts). This evolu-
tion might require the development of more elaborate
dissemination protocols.

The basic premise of our work is that
servers are in a unique position to decide
which documents are worth replicating
through dissemination, how many repli-
cas should be disseminated, and where to

place these replicas. This, however, does not imply that
clients and their proxies do not (or should not) play a
role in improving the performance of information
retrieval and in alleviating communication bottlenecks.

For example, our work is not a substitute for client-
based caching; rather, it is a complement. Client-based
caching’s primary purpose is to reduce the latency of
information retrieval, whereas information dissemina-
tion’s primary purpose is to reduce traffic and balance
the load among servers. Of course, these purposes are
not completely independent—a protocol whose primary
purpose is to reduce traffic and balance load is likely to
improve the latency of information retrieval. Never-
theless, the highest reduction in latency will likely result
from a protocol whose primary purpose is to do just that
(client-based caching in this case).

Another example of how our work complements

client-based protocols concerns dynamic server selec-
tion, introduced by Mark Crovella and Robert Carter.13

The primary purpose of a client-based dynamic server-
selection protocol is to determine on the spot which one
of several servers to use to retrieve a document repli-
cated on all the servers. This selection is based on
dynamic measurements that attempt to locate the server
with the least congested route. Such a technique could
complement dissemination by allowing servers to com-
municate with clients the location of all (or some) repli-
cas that are deemed close to the client. The client-based
server-selection protocol would have the final decision
as to which replica to retrieve based on the dynamic con-
ditions of the network.

The protocol I’ve presented exemplifies the poten-
tial of client-access patterns in engineering scaleable
protocols and services in large-scale distributed in-
formation systems (such as the WWW). Ocean is
developing prototypes to test and evaluate similar
protocols. 
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